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The Future of Turkish Foreign Policy
2004

turkish foreign policy and its implications for eurasian security

Science, Technology, and American Foreign Policy
1967

designed to delineate and direct attention to the increasingly influential interrelationship between science
technology and foreign policy skolnikoff s book succeeds as the first serious attempt to set out the significance
scope and surprising subtlety of this new interface the book is intended to awaken the reader to its critical
importance the current incapacity of our institutions to cope with it effectively and the urgent need to do
something to improve the situation scientific research

Soviet Foreign Policy. The Brezhnev Years. [Mit Kt. -Skizzen.] (1.
Publ. as an Oxford Univ. Press Paperback.)
1983

an argument that america s addiction to crude oil has driven a foreign policy of intervention and exploitation
hidden behind a facade of liberal internationalism the united states is addicted to crude oil in this book andrew
price smith argues that this addiction has distorted the conduct of american foreign policy in profound and malign
ways resulting in interventionism exploitation and other illiberal behaviors that hide behind a facade of liberal
internationalism the symbiotic relationship between the state and the oil industry has produced deviations from
rational foreign energy policy including interventions in iraq and elsewhere that have been at the very least
counterproductive or at worst completely antithetical to national interests liberal internationalism casts the united
states as a benign hegemon guaranteeing security to its allies during the cold war and helping to establish
collaborative international institutions price smith argues for a reformulation of liberal internationalism which he
terms shadow liberalism that takes into account the dark side of american foreign policy price smith contends that
the free market in international oil is largely a myth rendered problematic by energy statism and the rise of
national oil companies he illustrates the destabilizing effect of oil in the persian gulf and describes the united
states grand energy strategy particularly in the persian gulf as illiberal at its core focused on the projection of
power and on periodic bouts of violence washington s perennial oscillation between liberal phases of institution
building and provision of public goods and illiberal bellicosity price smith argues represents the shadow liberalism
that is at the core of us foreign policy

A World of Men
1978

seeking to explain lebanon s behavior in the international arena during the 2006 war between hezbollah and israel
this book offers a critique of both systemic and sub state factors in determining foreign policy decisions the
making of lebanese foreign policy illustrates how systemic theories are limited in terms of explaining foreign
policy decisions because they largely ignore the role of internal or sub state factors within lebanon foreign policy
is split between the interests of different internal lebanese groups working in alliance with external actors the
competing interests of these internal groups compromise the cohesion of the lebanese state and its capacity to
promote its own interests above those of the different internal groups the example of lebanon during the 2006 war
thus demonstrates the importance of these sub state factors in influencing state behaviour on an international
level arguing that a more pluralistic approach is necessary in order to understand the conditions that affect the
foreign policy making of the lebanese state this book fills an important gap in the literature on the topic and will
be of interest to students of international relations middle east studies and islamic studies amongst others

Oil, Illiberalism, and War
2023-04-04

international perspectives on how the united states should wield its power as the world s sole superpower the
united states is the only superpower in the world today although the media are filled with prescriptions for how
washington might best wield its power rarely are other countries asked what role they would like the united states
to play in what does the world want from america writers from twelve countries or regions brazil china the
european union france germany india iran israel japan russia singapore and south africa answer the question in an
ideal world what role would you want the united states to perform with your country and region four analysts from
the united states then respond addressing the extent to which overseas opinion should be incorporated into the
formulation and conduct of united states foreign policy and recommending what the united states should attempt
to do in the world particularly after the horrific attacks of september 11 what does the world want from america
serves as a starting point for analysis of the us role in the world and the ends to which us power might be used
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The Making of Lebanese Foreign Policy
2013-05-29

the authors of this book analyze the mechanisms and strategies that allow specific religious actors to affect the
foreign policy agenda and decisions of the countries in which they are active paying special attention to events
and phenomena that have had a decisive impact on regional and global development this book provides an
international outlook on how the activities of religious actors can influence foreign policy the research subject was
inspired by the idea of identifying what dynamics are occurring and whether there are any discernible trends

What Does the World Want from America?
2002

experts analyze the effect of cultural interests on the foreign policy of states in the caspian region including iran
azerbaijan armenia georgia afghanistan kazakhstan and pakistan

Rethinking the Religious Factor in Foreign Policy
2022-01-11

this book brings together the essays of robert art one of america s leading scholars of international relations and
us foreign policy the essays represent some of his most important and influential international relations and
foreign policy pieces written since the end of the cold war focused on the theme of american grand strategy the
essays cover such topics as the use of force coercive diplomacy nuclear deterrence defence policy the role of nato
us european relations the essays in this collection possess both theoretical depth and historical breadth providing
a coherent assessment of the role that american military power plays in international politics it includes a new
introduction that provides an overview of american grand strategy and an original afterword in which the author
reflects on the future of grand strategy in the post 9 11 world

The Limits of Culture
2006

the contributors to this book discuss the new conjunctions that have emerged between foreign policy events and
politicized expressions of russian nationalism since 2005 the 2008 war with georgia as well as conflicts with
ukraine and other east european countries over the memory of the soviet union and the russian interpretation of
the 2005 french riots have all contributed to reinforcing narratives of russia as a fortress surrounded by
aggressive forces in the west and cis this narrative has found support not only in state structures but also within
the larger public it has been especially salient for some nationalist youth movements including both pro kremlin
organizations such as nashi and extra systemic groups such as those of the skinheads these various actors each
have their own specific agendas they employ different modes of public action and receive unequal recognition
from other segments of society yet many of them expose a reading of certain foreign policy events which is
roughly similar to that of various state structures these and related phenomena are analyzed interpreted and
contextualized in papers by luke march igor torbakov jussi lassila marlène laruelle and lukasz jurczyszyn

America's Grand Strategy and World Politics
2009

this entirely updated and enlarged second edition of a landmark reference text continues to provide
comprehensive coverage of every important aspect of policy studies discussing concepts methods utilization
formation and implementation both internationally and across each level of government

Economic Sanctions in Support of Foreign Policy Goals
1983

how america used its technological leadership in the 1950s and the 1960s to foster european collaboration and
curb nuclear proliferation with varying degrees of success in the 1950s and the 1960s u s administrations were
determined to prevent western european countries from developing independent national nuclear weapons
programs to do so the united states attempted to use its technological pre eminence as a tool of soft power to
steer western european technological choices toward the peaceful uses of the atom and of space encouraging
options that fostered collaboration promoted nonproliferation and defused challenges to u s technological
superiority in sharing knowledge shaping europe john krige describes these efforts and the varying degrees of
success they achieved krige explains that the pursuit of scientific and technological leadership galvanized by
america s cold war competition with the soviet union was also used for techno political collaboration with major
allies he examines a series of multinational arrangements involving shared technological platforms and aimed at
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curbing nuclear proliferation and he describes the roles of the department of state the atomic energy commission
and nasa to their dismay these agencies discovered that the use of technology as an instrument of soft power was
seriously circumscribed by internal divisions within successive administrations and by external opposition from
european countries it was successful krige argues only when technological leadership was embedded in a web of
supportive harder power structures

Russian Nationalism, Foreign Policy and Identity Debates in Putin's
Russia
2014-04-15

systematic and concrete prescriptions for strengthening america s alliances in the asia pacific region unlike the
new and largely peaceful europe the asia pacific region is fraught with old instabilities and new risks as well as
opportunities america s asian alliances face an arc of potential instability from the divided korean peninsula in
northeast asia to the nuclear confrontation between india and pakistan on the south asian subcontinent to an
unstable indonesia in southeast asia the united states and its allies must also address the rise of chinese power
slow the spread of nuclear and high tech conventional weapons maintain access to energy resources and expand
the world free trade system in this book nine distinguished us and australian strategists present systematic and
concrete prescriptions for strengthening america s asian alliances these policy driven chapters address the roles
that the us japan us south korea and us australia alliances can play in ensuring long term stability and prosperity
in the region

Encyclopedia of Policy Studies, Second Edition,
1994-01-27

the mit encyclopedia of the japanese economy was the first english language encyclopedia to cover all major
aspects of japan s postwar economy the second edition has been fully revised and expanded and includes
previously unpublished data as well as coverage of recent developments in the economy the definitional entries
concisely explain major economic concepts and include translations of japanese economic terms and cross
references to the longer topical essays the 180 topical essays cover banks financial systems major industries
corporate groups management practices labor unions international trade and investments government economic
policies and more they also include comprehensive statistics american and japanese views on economic relations
between the two countries and suggestions for further reading a new index contains names of major companies

"Human Rights" and American Foreign Policy
1978

present trends indicate that in the years to come transnational science whether basic or applied and involving
persons equipment or funding will grow considerably the main purpose of this volume is to try to understand the
reasons for this denationalization of science its historical contexts and its social forms the introduction to the
volume sets out the socio political intellectual and economic contexts for the nationalization and denationalization
of the sciences processes that have extended over four centuries the articles examine the specific conditions that
have given rise to the growth of transnational science in the 20th century among these are the need for cognitive
and technical standardization of scientific knowledge products pressure toward cost sharing of large installations
such as cern the voluntary and involuntary migration of scientists and the global market for r d products that has
emerged at the end of the century the volume raises many new questions for research by historians and
sociologists of science and poses problems that are of concern both to scientists and science policy makers

Sharing Knowledge, Shaping Europe
2016-07-22

since december 2010 a series of uprisings revolutions coups and civil wars have shaken up the middle east and
north africa region in this chaotic political environment several countries have been trying to influence this
regional transformation the implications of this transformation are of great importance for the region its people
and global politics using a rich combination of primary and secondary sources elite interviews and content
analysis yasemin akbaba and Özgür Özdamar apply role theory to analyze ideational e g identity religion and
material e g security economy sources of national role conceptions in egypt iran saudi arabia and turkey the
authors take a closer look at the transformation of these four powers foreign policies since the beginning of arab
uprisings with a specific focus on religion each case study is written to a common template allowing for clear
comparative analyses written in a clear and accessible style role theory in the middle east and north africa offers a
thought provoking and pioneering insight into the usefulness of role theory in foreign policy making in the
developing world the perfect combination of theoretically oriented and empirically rich analysis make this volume
an ideal resource for scholars and researchers of international relations foreign policy middle east politics and
international security
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America's Asian Alliances
2000

this book sets out ideas on how the international community can better detect and act on the warning signs of
genocide it is a timely and welcome contribution to the debate on what may be the most pressing moral issue of
our time kofi a annan secretary general of the united nations this slim volume is full of fascinating insights at the
intersection of scholarship and policymaking graham allison harvard university alexander l george a leading light
in u s foreign affairs has written a reflection on what he calls the puzzles and gaps he has discovered in his study
and practice of foreign policy over the past fifty years in the process he not only covers his own areas of expertise
such as his pioneering use of the case study method but also manages to outline the major debates and dilemmas
within foreign policy circles that persist to this day also included is a preview of new work on genocide and early
warning that alex george is developing with david a hamburg former president of the carnegie corporation of new
york

Walter Lippmann and the American Century. [Mit Portr.] (2. Print.)
1999

the massachusetts institute of technology mit was founded in 1861 as the cornerstone of copley square in boston s
back bay then the center of a progressive proto globalist brahmin culture committed to intellectual modernism
and educational innovation mit founder william barton rogers s radical vision to teach by mind and hand was
immediately successful in 1916 mit growing by leaps and bounds moved its campus to the nearby charles river
basin in cambridge where it now stretches along the shore overlooking the back bay mit the campus guide
presents the history of the institute s founding and its two campuses today the campus is studded with buildings
designed by noted architects such as william welles bosworth alvar aalto eero saarinen i m pei steven holl charles
correa j meejin yoon frank gehry and fumihiko maki among others alongside the architecture is a distinguished
array of public art including works by picasso henry moore alexander calder louise nevelson frank stella sol lewitt
and jaume plensa

The MIT Encyclopedia of the Japanese Economy
1993

wie stabil sind autokratien um welche autoritären staaten sollte sich deutsche außenpolitik bemühen sei es aus
wirtschafts sicherheitsinteressen oder menschenrechtlichen beweggründen welche mittel sind dafür geeignet
dialog wirtschaftsförderung entwicklungshilfe oder sanktionen welchen umgang pflegen andere demokratien mit
autoritären staaten diesen kernfragen widmet sich das jahrbuch der dgap im aktuellen band 30 in dem
standardwerk liefern über 50 renommierte experten aus wissenschaft und politik fundierte analysen und zeigen
handlungsoptionen auf

Denationalizing Science
2019-05-15

now in a thoroughly revised and updated edition this classic text presents a comprehensive survey of the many
alternative theories that attempt to explain the causes of interstate war for each theory greg cashman examines
the arguments and counterarguments considers the empirical evidence and counterevidence generated by social
science research looks at historical applications of the theory and discusses the theory s implications for
restraining international violence among the questions he explores are are humans aggressive by nature do
individual differences among leaders matter how might poor decision making procedures lead to war why do
leaders engage in seemingly risky and irrational policies that end in war why do states with internal conflicts seem
to become entangled in wars with their neighbors what roles do nationalism and ethnicity play in international
conflict what kinds of countries are most likely to become involved in war why have certain pairs of countries been
particularly war prone over the centuries can strong states deter war can we find any patterns in the way that war
breaks out how do balances of power or changes in balances of power make war more likely do social scientists
currently have an answer to the question of what causes war cashman examines theories of war at the individual
substate nation state dyadic and international systems level of analysis written in a clear and accessible style this
interdisciplinary text will be essential reading for all students of international relations

Role Theory in the Middle East and North Africa
2006

presented at the october 22 1981 meeting of the great lakes section of the society of naval architects and marine
engineers held in conjunction with the centennial of naval architecture and marine engineering at the university of
michigan
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On Foreign Policy
2016-05-24

considers the conclusions of the following foreign policy studies commissioned by the senate committee on foreign
relations a possible nonmilitary scientific developments and their potential impact on foreign policy problems of
the u s by the stanford research institute b worldwide and domestic economic problems and their impact on the
foreign policy of the u s by the corporation for economic and industrial research c u s foreign policy in africa by
northwestern university s program of african studies pt 1 discusses following studies commissioned by the
committee the formulation and administration of u s foreign policy by the brookings institution developments in
military technology and their impact on u s strategy and foreign policy by the washington center of foreign policy
research johns hopkins university ideology and foreign affairs by the center for international affairs harvard
university western europe by the foreign policy research institute university of pennsylvania economic social and
political change in the underdeveloped countries and its implications for u s policy by the center for international
studies mit pt 2

MIT
2015-02-24

religious appeals in power politics examines how states use or attempt to use confessional appeals to religious
belief and conscience to advance political strategies and objectives through case studies of the united states saudi
arabia and russia peter s henne demonstrates that religion although not as high profile or well funded a tool as
economic sanctions or threats of military force remains a potent weapon in international relations public policy
analysis often minimizes the role of religion favoring military or economic matters as the important arenas of
policy debate as henne shows however at transformative moments in political history states turn to faith based
appeals to integrate or fragment international coalitions henne highlights saudi arabia s 1960s rivalry with egypt
the united states s post 9 11 leadership in the global war on terrorism and the russian federation s contemporary
expansionism both to reveal the presence and power of calls for religious unity and to emphasize the uncertainty
and anxiety such appeals can create religious appeals in power politics offers a bold corrective to those who
consider religion as tangential to military or economic might

Außenpolitik mit Autokratien
2013-07-29

this handbook provides a comprehensive and authoritative survey of global environmental politics it brings
together leading international academic experts and features 40 chapters that describe the history of global
environmental politics as a discipline and explain the various theories and perspectives used by scholars and
students to understand it examine the key actors and institutions in global environmental politics explaining the
role of states international organizations regimes international law foreign policy institutions domestic politics
corporations and transnational actors address the ideas and themes shaping the practice and study of global
environmental politics including sustainability consumption expertise uncertainty security diplomacy north south
relations globalisation justice ethics participation and citizenship assess the key issues and policies within global
environmental politics including energy climate change ozone depletion air pollution acid rain sustainable
transport persistent organic pollutants hazardous wastes water rivers wetlands oceans fisheries marine mammals
biodiversity migratory species natural heritage forests desertification food and agriculture with an in depth new
preface by the editor this edition of the handbook is an invaluable resource for students scholars researchers and
practitioners of environmental politics environmental studies environmental science geography international
relations and political science

What Causes War?
1968

research paper undergraduate from the year 2010 in the subject history world history modern history grade 1
queen s university belfast language english abstract entwicklung der chinesischen außenpolitik seit der
kommunistischen machtübernahme bruch mit dem westen annäherung an die udssr bruch mit den sowjets
aufnahme diplomatischer beziehungen mit den usa

University Centers of Foreign Affairs Research: a Selective Directory
1974

america s mission argues that the global strength and prestige of democracy today are due in large part to
america s impact on international affairs tony smith documents the extraordinary history of how american foreign
policy has been used to try to promote democracy worldwide an effort that enjoyed its greatest triumphs in the
occupations of japan and germany but suffered huge setbacks in latin america vietnam and elsewhere with new
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chapters and a new introduction and epilogue this expanded edition also traces u s attempts to spread democracy
more recently under presidents clinton bush and obama and assesses america s role in the arab spring

Report to the Congress
1960

a liberal state is a representative democracy constrained by the rule of law richard posner argues for a conception
of the liberal state based on pragmatic theories of government he views the actions of elected officials as guided
by interests rather than by reason and the decisions of judges by discretion rather than by rules he emphasizes
the institutional and material rather than moral and deliberative factors in democratic decision making posner
argues that democracy is best viewed as a competition for power by means of regular elections citizens should not
be expected to play a significant role in making complex public policy regarding say taxes or missile defense the
great advantage of democracy is not that it is the rule of the wise or the good but that it enables stability and
orderly succession in government and limits the tendency of rulers to enrich or empower themselves to the
disadvantage of the public posner s theory steers between political theorists concept of deliberative democracy on
the left and economists public choice theory on the right it makes a significant contribution to the theory of
democracy and to the theory of law as well by showing that the principles that inform schumpeterian democratic
theory also inform the theory and practice of adjudication the book argues for law and democracy as twin halves
of a pragmatic theory of american government

United States Foreign Policy
2023-10-15

on the sociology of international law international socitey

Religious Appeals in Power Politics
2013-10-15

studienarbeit aus dem jahr 2003 im fachbereich politik internationale politik region usa note 2 3 ruhr universität
bochum fakultät für sozialwissenschaft sprache deutsch abstract it is a partnership of democracies for democracy
solana javier europe and america partners of choice in speech to the annual dinner of the foreign policy
association on 7 may 2003 in new york usa mit diesen worten beschrieb der hohe vertreter der europäischen
gemeinsamen außen und sicherheitspolitik gasp javier solana erst kürzlich den wert der transatlantischen
beziehungen zwischen europa und den usa und tatsächlich verbindet diese brücke über dem atlantik zwei
verbündete die zahl reiche wertvorstellungen teilen im kalten krieg seite an seite standen und deren
wechselseitige handelsbeziehungen alle anderen übertreffen doch spätestens der irak konflikt zu beginn des
jahres 2003 hat bei allen nicht zu bestreitenden gemeinsamkeiten auch die erheblichen unterschiede zwischen
den verbündeten ans tageslicht gebracht dies wird besonders im divergierenden um gang mit krisengebieten
deutlich während die europäische union eu im umgang mit konflikten in krisengebieten auf einen politischen
dialog baut ist es für die usa ein probates mittel bedrohun gen von so genannten schurkenstaaten auch durch
militärische drohungen oder im schlimmsten fall durch interventionen abzustrafen diese entwicklung ist aus dem
zusammenbruch der udssr und dem damit verbun denen ende des kalten krieges hervorgegangen folglich ergaben
sich sowohl für die europäische union als auch für die usa neue rollen in der weltpolitik die eu gelangte zu mehr
autonomie die usa wurde die einzig existierende weltmacht im verlauf dieser ausarbeitung sollen nach einer
definitorischen einführung in die begriffe politischer dialog und schurkenstaaten zunächst die in der geschichte
der beiden außenpolitiken sowie die in den politischen strömungen verankerten ur sachen für die divergenzen im
umgang mit krisengebieten näher herausgearbeitet werden im anschluss folgt eine anwendung dieser ergebnisse
am beispiel syriens in einem abschließenden fazit wird neben einer zusammenfassung der ergebnisse noch der
versuch eines ausblicks auf die zukunft der transatlantischen beziehungen gegeben

Routledge Handbook of Global Environmental Politics
2012-04-04

the official quarterly magazine of the mit post manipal institute of technology s student run media and news
organization

China's foreign policy, 1949-1979
2012-03-12

in view of the fast changing world order emerging countries are increasingly influencing the dynamics of regional
securities this timely and in depth book examines india s reorienting strategic posture and describes how new
delhi s security policy in the indo pacific region has evolved and expanded over the past two decades the author
argues that india s quest to leverage its geostrategic location to emerge as an indo pacific actor faces multiple
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challenges which create a clear divide between the country s political rhetoric and action on the ground the
author critically examines these contradictions to better situate india s security role in an increasingly fluid indo
pacific region

America's Mission
1969

the evolution of mit as seen in a series of crucial decisions over the years

M.I.T. Report
2009-07-01

this concise accessible introduction to the history of oil tells the story of how petroleum has shaped human life
since it was first discovered oozing inconspicuously from the soil for a century human dependence on petroleum
caused little discomfort as we enjoyed the heyday of cheap crude a glorious episode of energy gluttony that was
destined to end today we see the disastrous results in environmental degradation political instability and world
economic disparity in the waning years of a petroleum powered civilization lessons rooted in the finite nature of
oil considering the nature of oil itself as well as humans remarkable relationship with it brian c black spotlights
our modern conundrum and then explores the challenges of our future without oil it is this essential context he
argues that will prepare us for our energy transition bringing his global perspective and wide ranging technical
knowledge black has written an essential contribution to environmental history and the rapidly emerging field of
energy history in this sweeping forward looking survey

Law, Pragmatism, and Democracy
1966-07

On the Sociology of international law and international society. [Mit
Fig. u. Diagr.]
1971

Congressional Record
2004-04-15

"Schurkenstaaten" vs. "Politischer Dialog" - Divergenzen im Umgang
mit Krisengebieten
2015-04-12

The MIT Post - March 2015
2022-06-13

India in the Indo-Pacific
2010

Becoming MIT
2020-09-30
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